Clinical Trials Data Sharing: Summary

Enhanced clinical trials data sharing is a policy goal with broad, bipartisan support, including consumer advocates, academia,\(^1\) industry,\(^2\) and FDA officials.\(^3\) Limited summaries of many clinical trials data are already publicly available through the FDA website, academic journals, and clinicaltrials.gov. Yet the FDA receives thousands of pages of additional detailed clinical trials data with each new drug application. This information currently remains unpublished by the FDA, representing an untapped resource for healthcare innovation.

Benefits of Full Data Sharing by the FDA

When drug companies apply for FDA approval they submit a clinical study report (CSR) that can include nearly ten thousand pages of information, including detailed descriptions of trial design and analysis, and data on how each subject responded to treatment. CSRs are not releasable under the Freedom of Information Act. Publishing these reports would allow independent researchers to make use of this data. Such “open science” helps:

- Find new information on safety and effectiveness
- Bring to light problems not detected during rapid FDA reviews
- Combine data sets to learn how rare sub-groups respond, advancing personalized medicine
- Avoid unnecessary clinical trials, saving costs and protecting human subjects from harmful experiments

Data Sharing Momentum

- The Institute of Medicine recommended that the FDA share full CSRs (redacted for commercial or personal info) for all drugs, after approval or final abandonment.\(^4,5\)
- The European Medicines Agency (EMA) already shares clinical trial data on drugs approved in Europe.\(^6\)
- A White House memorandum urges agencies to maximize the public availability of information arising from federally funded research.\(^7\)
- The National Institutes of Health requests data sharing from recipients of federal grants.\(^8\)
- Recent legislation to promote greater data sharing includes: HR 2031 (2013) and HR 617 (2015).

Our Proposal

We support enhancing existing data sharing mechanisms through legislation to mandate publication of all CSRs (with personal info redacted) and related electronic data sets after drug is approved or rejected by the FDA.
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